**INTERSECTION SPLICE AND INTERSECTION CLIP ARE MADE OF 16 GAUGE STEEL. REFERENCE: .060" [1.52] THICK.**

**EACH WGINTSPL PACKAGE CONTAINS A PAIR OF THE ABOVE ASSEMBLY.**

**NOTES:**

1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR ADDITIONAL PART SUFFIXES TO INDICATE PACKAGE QUANTITY.

2. THE WYR-GRID INTERSECTION SPLICE ASSEMBLY IS USED FOR SPLITTING WYR-GRID PATHWAY SECTIONS IN "T" AND "CROSS" CONFIGURATIONS.

3. THE WYR-GRID INTERSECTION SPLICE ASSEMBLY PACKAGE CONTAINS A PAIR OF SPLICES.

   EACH SPLICE CONSISTS OF:
   - ONE (1) WYR-GRID INTERSECTION SPLICE,
   - ONE (1) WYR-GRID INTERSECTION CLIP,
   - ONE (1) 3/8"-16 X 5/8" HEX HEAD WASHER
   - HEAD TAPPING SCREW (GREEN).

4. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE IN METRIC.